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the slightly larger air intakes on the front
bonnet are better at drawing cooling air

in under the pressure of braking and
improve front downforce. an extra pair of

side skirts, plus vents on the bonnet
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create a sleek and distinctive finish. the
racing orange and blue livery

complements the british racing green that
has a trademark mclaren appearance. the

roof spoiler and wing also contribute to
the aerodynamic package. the artura gt4
is the second race car to be built from the

ground-up by mclaren automotive's
motorsport division. based on the

revolutionary new mclaren artura, it
represents a significant step up from the

outgoing 570s gt4, itself a hugely
successful competition car which has

achieved many race and championship
wins with our customer racing teams.
with lighter weight, extremely precise
handling characteristics and enhanced
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durability, as well as the packaging and
efficiency advantages and all-round

serviceability for mechanics of the new v6
powertrain, the artura gt4 will set new

classstandards, as we are already seeing
from our extensive test and development

programme. ian morgan, director of
motorsport, mclaren automotive:the

artura gt4 is the second race car to be
built from the ground-up by mclaren

automotive's motorsport division. based
on the revolutionary new mclaren artura,
it represents a significant step up from
the outgoing 570s gt4, itself a hugely
successful competition car which has

achieved many race and championship
wins with our customer racing teams.
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with lighter weight, extremely precise
handling characteristics and enhanced
durability, as well as the packaging and

efficiency advantages and all-round
serviceability for mechanics of the new v6

powertrain, the artura gt4 will set new
classstandards, as we are already seeing
from our extensive test and development

programme.
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ian morgan, director of motorsport,
mclaren automotive:the artura gt4 is the

second race car to be built from the
ground-up by mclaren automotives
motorsport division. based on the
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revolutionary new mclaren artura, it
represents a significant step up from the

outgoing 570s gt4, itself a hugely
successful competition car which has

achieved many race and championship
wins with our customer racing teams.
with lighter weight, extremely precise
handling characteristics and enhanced
durability, as well as the packaging and

efficiency advantages and all-round
serviceability for mechanics of the new v6

powertrain, the artura gt4 will set new
classstandards, as we are already seeing
from our extensive test and development

programme. if the bulb in the switch in
the base is dimly lit up, please verify the
following:1) we need to make sure that
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we have the driver's package (controler)
installed, and that our firmware is up-to-

date. note that our latest volantes require
the latest driver package and firmware to

be installed and work properly. to
download the driver, go to the following

page:a downloadable driver package and
firmware can be downloaded. install it

and continue with the firmware updates
that are suggested. 2) look at the back of
the switch and the back of the base, and
make sure there is no damage to them.
(probably you'll notice that one of the

pins is shorter than the others. this is not
a problem at all). if you find anything

wrong with them, let our technical
support team know. 3) remove all the
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screws located on the back of the switch
and on the back of the base, and also

from the center. 4) if none of the above
steps worked, let our technical support
team know. they'll be able to help you.
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